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VOTE for Kids by November 6
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Vote on these Washington State ballot measures!

Vote on these Washington State ballot measures!

Initiative 940—YES

Initiative 940—YES

Communities of color are disproportionately
policed and impacted by deadly force and
fear an adverse encounter with a police
officer. We all are safer when we can be
confident in the skills and judgment of our
public servants.

Initiative 1631—YES

By making investments that prioritize the
health of our communities and good local
jobs, we can ensure a sustainable future for
the next generation.

Initiative 1634—NO

I-1634 does nothing to keep our food
affordable. Denying local communities the
freedom to raise money for their local needs
is bad for kids.

Initiative 1639—YES

Semiautomatic assault weapons pose
specific danger to children. Restricting the
purchase and ownership of such firearms is
a positive step to address an urgent problem
of public safety and health.
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Find out who’s for kids and who’s just kidding!
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Questions to ask candidates, more information about these initiatives, and other election
resources are on our website:
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Help others vote for kids! Share this card in your
neighborhood, community gathering place, or at work.
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